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1. Charactenstlcs of sohd surfaces
On the atomic scale the mterfaclal region of a solid 1s characterized by
(a) chemical composltlon
types and concentrations of atoms,
(b) geometrrcal structure
mutual
arrangement
of the atoms, long-range
ordering, topography and defect structure,
(c) electronic propertles
surface potential, interface states
As a result of the tendency of mmlmahzatlon of the Gibbs free energy, the
geometric and electronic structures of the surface region of a crystal are
often different from the bulk structure This has not only been estabhshed
for substances with strong, covalent bonds (superstructures and surface
states of semiconductors such as SI and Ge [l] ), but also for metal surfaces
(contraction between first and next atomic layers, especially on the less
close-packed faces [Z] ) The transltlon regon from the outer surface plane
to the homogeneous bulk 1s called seluedge (Fig 1) Foreign atoms may
become adsorbed on the surface or absorbed m the selvedge and bulk This
often gives rise to the formation of ordered superstructures
The structure and electronic properties of single crystal surfaces are
dependent on the crystallographic orlentatlon of the surface plane This socalled plane-speczfzcrty ISillustrated m Figs 2 and 3 by idealized models of
the three low-index planes of the face-centered cubic (e g , Cu) and diamond
(e g , Si) structures

Fig 1 Schematic view of a planar cut mto a crystallme solid showing surface, selvedge
and bulk lattice atoms, open circles, foreign atoms, cross circles (from ref 3)
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Fig 2 Ball models of copper smgle crystal surfaces The balls represent atoms and the
ensembles of mterconnected
atoms represent sites of the type 3, with n as mdlcated
work function
Also given are the number of surface atoms per cm2 and the photo-electric
$ (from ref 4)
Fig 3 Ideahzed model
IS viewed along a [llO]

of the slhcon crystal with the three low-mdex
dlrectlon (from ref 5)

planes

The crystal

For Cu (lattice parameter a = 3 61 a) the bulk den&y, Nb = 0 85 X
and the densltles of the copper atoms m the different
10B atoms/cm3,
surface planes are as indicated m Fig 2 Of the 12 nearest nelghbour atoms
around an atom mslde the bulk, 9, 8, and 7 are left around atoms m the
(1111, (100) and (110) plane, respectwely The Ideal low-mdex planes reveal
both ldentlcal (B,, B2) and different, more specific (Bs, B4, B,) types of
adsorption sites (see Fig 2) The work function appears to be larger for more
densely packed surfaces
For Sl (a = 5 42 -II, IVb = 0 50 X lO= cm-‘)
the density of the atoms m
the (ill),
(500) and (110) plane is 0 78,O 68 and 0 96 X 1Ol5 cmP2, respectlvely In obtammg these surfaces, of the 4 bonds to nelghbourmg atoms m
the bulk, 1, 2, and 1 have to be broken, respectively, resulting m different
types of adsorption sites (see Fig 3)
In reahty, surfaces will not be as ideal as suggested by the models of
Figs 2 and 3, but will exhlbtt a number of defects A schematlc picture of a
real surface is given m Fig 4, the so-called terrace-ledge-kink
(TLK) model,
developed by Kossel [6] and Stranskl [ 71 Atomically flat terraces, with
vacancies and ad-atoms, are separated by monatomlc steps (or ledges) which
themselves may exhlblt kinks
The presence of a liquid medium m sohd/hquld systems, m contrast to
solid/gas systems, has a number of consequences [ 81
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Fig

4 The terrace-ledge-kmk

model of a crystallme

surface (from

ref

4)

(a) Any charge on the solid surface causes a countercharge m the liquid
(the electrical double layer) This can give rise to very steep potential
gradients m concentrated electrolyte solutions (- lo9 V m-l)
(b) In studying solid/gas interfaces, m order to prevent unwanted contamination of the surface, it 1s necessary to work m ultra high vacuum (UHV)
condltlons (background pressure < 1 33 X lo-’ Pa = lop9 Torr) In
solrd/hquld studies (e g , mterfaclal electrochemistry) there 1s a need for
ultra pure llquld solutions, to be achieved, for example, by pre-electrolysis
or clrculatlon over activated charcoal For the fmal cleaning of surfaces m a
UHV system, methods such as ion sputtering, heating, cleaving, and gas
etching are used Electrochemlsts often remove contaminants by desorptlon
at a suitable potential or by destructlon by anodlc oxldatlon
(c) An important parameter m solid/gas studies IS the gas pressure The
equivalent parameter m sohd/hquld systems IS the concentration of an active
species Moreover, electrochemlsts have an extra parameter the electrode
potential In solid/gas studies, usually a much wider range of temperatures
can be realized
2 Methods of charactelnzatlon
Surface scientists have quite an arsenal of techniques at their disposal
for mvestlgatmg the chemical composltlon, geometical structure, and electronic properties of solid surfaces Many combmatlons of incident, primary
and detected, secondary particles (photons, hu, electrons, e, ions, I, and also
neutrals) have been discovered and successfully developed mto a technique
A summary, with a few of the most frequently applied methods, 1s given m
Table 1, for reviews see, e g , refs 9 - 12 A review of the present status and
use of surface-characterlzatlon techniques m the U S A has recently been
made by Powell [ 13 ] Very recently, Holloway and McGulre have presented
a dlscusslon of the application of AES, XPS, ISS and SIMS m the charactenzatlon of electronic devices and mater& [ 14, with 440 refs ]
A comparison of the various probes (Table 2) indicates that protons are
less atom-specific (polarlzablhty 5 us electron energy scheme Elel or mass
m) and less surface sensitive (larger mformatlon depth) than electrons and
Ions Moreover, the hmlt of detection of optical techniques 1s usually larger
than m electron or ion spectroscopy However, by contrast mth surface
techniques employing electrons or ions, the influence of photons on the
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TABLE

1

Summary

of measurement

Primary

techmques

e

for surface characterlzatlon
I

hV

Secondary
e

LEED SEM
(R)HEED
TEM

e ,*

AES EELS

PES 2;:
IR spectroscopy
reflectrometry
elhpsometry

hV

EXAFS
RAMAN

hv’*

ISS
RBS

I
I’**

spectrosc

ESD

AES
EELS
ESD
EXAFS
ISS
LEED
PES
RBS
cR)HEED
SEM
SIMS
TEM
UPS
XPS

Auger electron spectroscopy
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy
Electron-stimulated
desorptlon
Extended X-ray absorption fme structure
Ion scattering spectroscopy
Low-energy electron dlffractlon
Photo-electron
spectroscopy
Rutherford backscattermg spectroscopy
(Reflectlon)
high energy electron dlffractlon
Scannmg electron mlcroscopy
Secondary Ion mass spectroscopy
Transmlsslon electron microscopy
UltravIolet photoemlsslon
spectroscopy
X ray photoemlsslon
spectroscopy

*e’, hv’
**I’

energy different from primary energy
mass different from primary mass

SIMS

studied samples and processes IS generally negligible and ZR sztu measurements at high gas pressures or wrth hqulds are possIbIe
Techniques mvolvmg the passage of electrons or ions through the
system require high vacuum and are not directly applicable m solld/hquld
studies, and they can only be used to mvestlgate the state of the solid
surface before and/or after an experiment
The solid sample has to be
removed from the liquid, which may lead to chemical changes, e g , because
of the loss of control of the electrical potential or because of contammatlon
durmg the transfer to the UHV chamber Attempts to reduce this risk involve
attachmg the electrochemical cell directly to the UHV chamber [15,16]
or
the use of specially designed thin layer cells which are kept mslde UHV
chambers [1’7, 181
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TABLE

2

Propertles

and hmltatlons

of surface probes

;ms,

;ISS, SIMS)

FrLflect , ellips )

10 - 1000

102 - 106

1

Ele’

m

G

2 - 10

1

10 - lo4

PES)

Energy

(eV)

Parameter
InformatIon
Detection

depth (ML)
hmlt (ML)

Limitation

1o-2

- lo-4

UHV, ESD
ESA

1o-3

- 1o-6

10-l

10

- 1o-2

UHV, sputtering
damage,
implantation

3. Optical techniques
3 1 In troductlon
Table 3 surveys the various regions of wavelength, X, and energy, E =
hv = he/X, of the electromagnetic spectrum, where I, 1s the frequency, c the
speed of the waves m vacuum (c = 3 0 X lo8 m s- ‘) and h the Planck constant (h = 6 63 X lo-34 J s) Also indicated are the different types of probed
atomic or molecular transitions
In general, two groups of optlcal methods may be dlstmgulshed,
depending on the energy relation between mcldent and detected beams In
the fast group the wavelength remains the same, and changes m mtenslty or
state of polarlzatlon of the light beam at a given (eventually varying) X are
measured In the second group the excltatlon and scattermg processes result
m a change m h Examples of the first group are the vanous types of absorption spectroscopy and elhpsometry, to the second group belong Raman
spectroscopy and photoacoustlc spectroscopy
Recently, Raman spectroscopy has aroused attention as a molecularly
specific probe m surface chemistry because of the enormous enhancement
(by as much as 106) of the Raman cross section of adsorbates on metal
electrodes m an electrochemical enwonment compared with the Isolated
molecules m solution [19,20]
There appears to be fairly general agreement
that the roughness of the surface plays an important role m the enhancement,
but there 1s no agreement yet as to the scale of this roughness nor to the
basic mechanism [ 211
Photoacoustlc spectroscopy mvolves the determmatlon of the optical
absorption spectrum of mterfaclal layers by lllummatmg the surface by light
modulated at audio frequencies and then detectmg the thermally generated
sound waves m the ambient phase as a function of optical wavelength [ 22,
231 The advantage over reflectrometrlc methods 1s that the samples can
have all kinds of shapes and dlmenslons dispersed, powdered specimens can
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TABLE

3

Electromagnetic

waves
X-rays

j

/uv

I
1 microwaves

i IR

j vlslble

I
1

A c-Q

01

100

4000

7000

10’

lo9

E (ev)

1 2 x 105

120

31

18

1 2 x f0-3

1 2 x 1o-5

i

X

electromc
transitions

>

X
vlbratlons

rotations

be analyzed as well as macroscopic crystals with well-defined surfaces For
spectra from thin films on metals, sensltlvrtles better than 10e2 monolayer
have been reported [24]
Figure 5 shows the prmclples of the optical techniques m which the
wavelengths of the primary and secondary beams are the same Intensity
changes are measured as a function of h m transmlsslon spectroscopy, mternal reflection spectroscopy, and external reflection spectroscopy, mostly m
the region of the spectrum where vlbratlonal transltlons take place Transmlsslon spectra have been obtamed for species adsorbed onto dispersed substrates, usually pressed mto a thm disk [ 25 - 271 Multiple internal reflectIon
methods demand special sample designs and can only be applied m X regions
where the bulk substrate IS transparent [ 281 External reflection spectroscopy has a much broader apphcablhty, for example, electroreflectance
measurements at sohd/electrolyte
interfaces have been carried out to determine change with potential, and differential reflectance spectroscopy and
related modulation techniques have been applied to the study of adsorption
processes and flfm formation [ 29 - 313
Elhpsometry mvolves the measurement of the change m the state of
polarlzatlon that occurs when a monochromatic
beam of polarized hght 1s
reflected from (or transmitted through) an mterface [32 - 361 The advantage
of this technique 1s its high sensltlvlty (down to -0 01 of a monolayer of
adsorbed atoms can be detected) and the fact that two (eventually three)
experimental quantltles are determined at a given h
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Detailed mformatlon on the techniques and their apphcatlons 1s found
m the mdlcated review papers In the next section the prmclples of elhpsometry and differential reflectrometry will be briefly described
3 2 Elhpsometry and drfferenttal reflectrometry
The state of polarlzatlon of a polarized hght beam 1s characterized
by the phase and amphtude r$atlons of the two components mto which the
total electrical-field vector, E, of the light wave can be resolved These components are chosen parallel with (Ep) and perpendicular to (E,) the plane of
mcldence
E, = A, exp l(oE + &,),

(la)

E, =A,

(W

expz(wt+6,),

where o 1s the angular frequency (27~) In general, upon reflection a change
will occur, both m the phases, 6, and m the amplitudes, A, of the two components These changes are described by the two parameters A and $,
defined as
A = (6 /

-&f)

- (6.’ -&I),

(2)
(3)

where the superscripts r and 1 correspond to the reflected and mcldent
beams The parameters A and J/ are measured with the elhpsometer The
total effect upon reflection IS summarized m the equation

--rP

r,

-

EPr
E,’

EP'

-

/ E,’

= tan +

(4)

exp(lA)

Here rp and r, are the amphtude reflection coefflclents, which can be
expressed as functions of X, the angle of Incidence, $0, and the optical
parameters of the reflecting system (see Fig 6) If one uses the representation ii = n - zk for the complex mdex of refraction, and Snell’s law
no sin #o = Z 1 sin $I

(5)

to define the complex angle of refraction at a single optical boundary
(Fig 6(a)), rp and r, take the form of the Fresnel coefficients

v

$+C$$

(a)

(b)

Fig 6 Schematic representation of the reflectIon
(b) surface covered with smgle layer

of polarized

hght

(a) Clean surface,
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rp

=

r,

=

fix

cos qbo -no

$1

~0s

VW

,

no cos & -El
no

cos Go + i&

cos (iTI

(6b)

iF1

~0s

In this case the measured A and II/ values yield the optlcal constants of the
reflecting material the refractive mdex n, and the extmctlon coefflclent k1
For a substrate covered with a layer (Fig 6(b)) rp and r, take the form
rrp

rp =

+

31~

expk-1~1)

1 + rIprIIp exp(--/x1)
rh

’

expf--11)

+ h

(7b)
expC-mx,J
Here rI and rlI are the Fresnel coefflclents at interface O-l and 1-2, respectrvely, and x1 denotes the phase difference due to one mternal reflection
wlthm the layer
rs =

1 + wh

So for this system we have, by combmmg
tan ti exp 0A) = f(L

40,

no,

nl,

Jz,,

eqns (4) - (8)
dl,

(9)

112, kd

The parameters X, $*, and no are usually known and, m many cases also, the
substrate optical constants n2 and k2 The changes m A and IL upon formation of a layer are then g;lven by
hA=Zi--A

w=P--$

,

Pa)

,

(9b)

and
&A, 6 $ = f(known

parameters, nl, kl, dl)

(10)

Here b. and F refer to the clean substrate, and A and $ to the substrate
covered with a layer The problem of derlvmg three unknowns from two
measured parameters has been solved by varlatlon of $0, no or dl (all under
the assumption that the outer optical parameters remam constant), or by
making a suitable choice of the value of one of the unknowns based on other
experiments In some cases the measurement of a third experlmental quantlty, the change m mtenslty, can yield a solution
The change m mtenslty upon reflection, or the reflectlvlty, R, 1s given
by
R PS

=

rP, s c,

s =

lrp,J2

,

(11)

where r* IS the complex conjugate of r At normal Incidence (@,, = 0”), one
obtams for reflection at a clean substrate, from eqns (6) and (ll),
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TABLE 4
Sensitivity of elhpsometry (90 = 70” ) and dlfferentlal reflectometry ($0 = 0”), no = 1,
h = 5500 & n1 = 1 5
Fe

Sl

N1

kz

4 05
0 028

3 12
3 87

1 79
1 83

C(deg/&
w(deg/&

0 32
0 001

0 18
0 021

0 10
0 030

*2

;

(P)

-5

5 x 1o-6

-2

2 x 1o-4

-8

When the layer on the clean substrate 1s very thm (d, 4 X) eqn
approximated as (see ref 37)
6A = 0X,90,
6 J, =

no,

-~)O,@O,

nl,
no,

b,
nl,

n2,
b,

k2)4
n2,

k2)

,
&

5 x 1O-4

(10) may be

UW
Cl=)

Although computer calculations with the exact equations are easily performed (e g , by using the program of McCrackm [38] ) the estimated values
of 5 and r) @ve an lmpresslon of the sensltlvlty of the method In Table 4
some examples are presented Since 6 A and S I,Lcan be measured with an
accuracy of -0 01”) thicknesses of the order of 0 1 A can be determined
In dtfferentral reflectometry
the measured quantity 1s the relative
change m reflectivity
AR
-=
R

R(dl)

- R(O)

R(0)

(14)

’

where R(d,) 1s the reflectlvlty of the system, ambient/layer/substrate (Fig
6(b)) and R(0) that of the system ambient/substrate (Fig 6(a)) R(0) 1s
calculated from eqns (6) and (ll), R(d,) from eqns (7) and (11) When
dl < A, one gets, m first order approxlmatlon
[39, 301, at normal incidence
on a substrate under vacuum
(15)
Here Z 1s the complex

dielectric constant, 2 = e’ -

E”, which 1srelated to Z

by
7 = ii2 and thus E’ = n2 -

k2 , E” = 2nk

(16)

The calculated examples m Table 4 illustrate that here also thicknesses of
the order of 0 1 A may be determined, since the differential reflectivity can
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[ 51 In both methods the sensltlvlty
be measured with an accuracy of -lo-*
depends on the relative values of i?, and no, fiZ, and therefore also on the
wavelength

4 Apphcatlons
4 I

Adsorption

from the gas phase

The sensltlvlty of elllpsometry
and dlfferentlal
reflectometry
enables
one to detect layers with an effective thickness of the order of 1 - 10% of the
monolayer
In the macroscopic
descrlptlon, an adsorbed (sub)monolayer
1s
ldeahzed as homogeneous
with thickness d, and mdex of refraction nl, as m
Fig 6(a) It has been shown that for physasorptron,
where the mteractron
between adsorbate and substrate IS weak, e g , krypton on sllrcon and germanium [37, 401 and zenon on graphite [41] , the elhpsometrlc
results could
be interpreted
with a simple extrapolated
macroscopic theory m which the
parameters 1s given by the Lorentzrelation between n, and the mlcroscoplc
Lorenz equation

n; -

1 =

rlf + 2

ai

3o,d,

Here cx 1s the polarlzablhty,
0 the cross-sectional area, 0 the degree of coverage (8 = urn/o, with urn cross-sectlon at 8 = 1) and d, the diameter of the
adsorbed atoms or molecules
In good approxlmatlon,
one gets for eqns
(13a, b)

611 = C(X, 40, no, n2, h2>
sl)

“B
,
urn

WW
(18b)

= 0

For chemlsorptron,
where changes m the optical properties of the substrate can be induced, the mterpretatlon
IS more comphcated
The elhpsometric results obtained for chemlsorptlon
of various gases, e g , oxygen, on
clean semiconductor
surfaces, e g , Sl and Ge, could be interpreted with a
model m which a transltlon layer at the clean surface, with optxcal properties
different from the bulk (EZss, associated with surface states), 1s effectively
removed (Fig 7(a)) [40, 43] Measurements at various wavelengths yielded a
Joint density-of-states
curve for optical transltlons from filled dangling-bond
surface states to empty bulk-conduction
or surface-states bands [43 3 It can
be shown [5] that the Jomt-density-of-states
function J(V) for these transltions
J(V) 0~ (hv)21m(Z,,

-Z2)

Comparison with eqn (15) indicates that differential
reflectometrlc
ments of the adsorption of oxygen on clean slhcon surfaces directly
-Z,)
or J(V), provided that the optlcaI effects of the oxygen
Im%

(19)
measureyield
layer
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Fig 8 Surface-state transltlons on the low-index
by dlfferentlal reflectometry
(from ref 5)

planes of slhcon at 300 K determmed

(with refractive mdex n, m Fig 7(a)) can be neglected (cf Table 4) and that
a value 1s chosen for the thickness of the surface-states layer d,, However, as
can be seen from eqn (15), the choice of d,, does not influence the shape of
the Im(Zss - Z2) uersus hv curves Results of the dlfferentlal reflectometry
study of Wlerenga [ 5, 441 on various slhcon planes are summarized m Fig 8
In the energy reaon of 1 - 3 eV for all surfaces, a mean peak m J(u) 1s found
at 3 0 eV and for some surfaces also a peak at lower frequencies
From eqns (15) and (19) It follows that the change m reflectlvlty upon
oxygen adsorption IS proportlonal to the number of surface states which
have disappeared By measuring AR/R, at a given photon energy, as a function of oxygen exposure, the kmetlcs of the adsorption of oxygen on those
surface atoms which contribute to the surface-state transltlons at that energy,
could be determined for the various slhcon planes [ 51
With the combmatlon elhpsometry-AES-LEED,
linear relatlonshlps
have been observed between 6 A at X = 6328 a and the oxygen coverage, 0,
m the chemlsorptlon stage (0 < 0 5 oxygen atoms/metal surface atom) on
Ag(ll0)
[46], Cu(ll1)
[47], Cu(ll0)
[48] and Cu(100) [49]
This has
been applied to determme the kinetics of the adsorption of O2 and NzO, and
of the removal of adsorbed oxygen by CO For Nl( 100) the A changes m the
first chemlsorptlon stage were too small to derive a reliable coverage dependence [ 501 After the fust stage, a further, much slower uptake (mcorporatlon) of oxygen takes place on Cu [ 49,511 and on N1 [ 501, accomparued
by a reconstruction of the surface The elhpsometrlc effects per mcorporated
atom are smaller for Cu and larger for N1 as compared with the effects per
chemlsorbed oxygen atom To explain the observed values of 6 A and 6 J/ ,
changes m the substrate have to be taken mto account The model used for
chemlsorptlon on semiconductor surfaces (Fig 7(a)) cannot explain the
data, more appropriate models appeared to be those depicted m Fig 7(b),
(c) [ 521 In fact model (c) (adsorption of O6 - ions on a positively charged
metal surface layer) 1s a detailed version of model (b) (formation of a surface
oxide with effective index of refraction i&)
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The gas phase studies showed that the chemxsorptlons of O2 and NzO
on silver and copper smgle crystal surfaces are very plane-speclflc reactlons
and that the order of the reactlon rates 1s (110) > (100) > (111) The oxldatlon of CO to CO2 by pre-adsorbed oxygen appears to be non plane-speclflc
4 2 Solrd/electroly
te Interface
Compared with sohd/gas interface studies, the zn sztu mvestlgatlons of
solid/electrolyte
interfaces with elhpsometry and reflectometry usually show
a lower sensltlvrty and are more difficult to interpret The lower sensitivity
IS caused by the fact that the refractive index, no, of the ambient hquld
phase (for aqueous solutions m the vlsrble region no = 1 33) IS much closer
to the effective value of n, of most mterfaclal layers than IS no of vacuum or
ar (no = 1 0) The interpretation of the optical results 1s often complicated
by the simultaneous occurrence of several processes, e g , double layer
formatlon m the solid and liquid phases, speclfrc adsorptlon, changes m
morphology of the interface due to dlssolutlon and formation of mterfaclal
layers, which all may affect the optlcal properties Moreover, the lack of
other molecularly specific zn sztu probmg techmques precludes mvestlgatlons
m combmatlon with other methods, apart from the very sensltlve but not
specific electrochemical methods For reviews on the apphcatlon of elhpsometry m electrochemistry,
see, e g , refs 32, 53, 54 By way of lllustratlon
a few examples ~111 briefly be mentioned here
The optical effect of electrical double layers at electrode/electrolyte
interfaces has been estimated by Stedman for Hg/NaF solution 1551 by using
the Gouy-Chapman
model and assuming that the excess charge of the species
in the diffuse layer 1s concentrated m a single homogeneous layer with a
thickness equal to twice the double-layer thickness The effective refractive
index of this layer was calculated with the Lorentz-Lorenz
equation (cf
eqn (17)) Albers [ 561 has carried out calculations for AgJ/KN03 solution
with a more detailed, multllayer model, mcludmg a Stern layer with specdlcally adsorbed hydrated ions and a diffuse layer composed of several thm
films with gradually varymg index of refractlon Both authors came to the
conclusion that even at high surface charges (-20 vC/cm2) the efhpsometrlc
effects due to the formation of the double layer are small (6 A = 0 1 - 0 2”)
Very recently, Droog has reported on a study of the anodlc oxldatlon
of silver and copper electrodes m alkaline solutions by using electrochemical
techniques (a o potential sweep voltammetry) m combmatlon with elhpsometry [ 81 The formation of bulk silver oxide on polycrystallme srlver [ 571
and on Ag(lll)
and (110) surfaces [ 581 IS preceded by dlssolutlon of silver
species, and deposrtlon of monolayer amounts of a surface oxide, at potentials that are more cathodic than the reversible potential for the deposltlon
of bulk Ag20 Elllpsometry was used to dlscrlmmate between surface oxide
formatIon and dlssolutlon of silver species With mcreasmg scan rate, 6n
decreases much more slowly than the charges under the anodlc (Q, ) and
cathodic (Qc ) curves m the earliest stages of the oxldatlon (Fig 9) This
lmphes that an mcreasmg fraction of the total current must be ascribed to
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Fig 9 6A us Q, for voltammograms
taken w&h different sweep rates for polycrystallme
Ag m 1M NaOH, 22 “C Numbers m the Figure mdlcate sweep rates m V s-l
Double
layer contrlbutlons to 6A and Qc are taken to be 0 2” and 8 MC, respectively (from ref
57)
Fig 10 Results of the elhpsometrlc (a) and cell potential (EMF) (b) measurements us pH
of a germamum electrode m a solution contammg 10h2M Hz02 and 0 1M KC1 (+) or
1M KC1 (x) The points were measured at time intervals of 15 mm The film thickness dl
was calculated using eqn (13a) w&h 5 = 0 3 deg /A (from ref 60)

chemlsorptlon of oxygen As m the gas phase, the Ag(ll0)
face appeared to
be much more reactive to oxygen than the (111) face A same plane-specific
electrosorptlon behavlour was observed for oxygen on Cu smgle crystal
surfaces IS] By contrast with Ag, for Cu no evidence was found for dlssolutlon of copper species, 6 A and &, showed an identical dependence on the
sweep rate [ 591
The last example concerns an elhpsometrlc mvestlgatlon of the film
growth at the germanium/electrolyte
interface (601 When placed m solutions contammg hydrogen peroxide and potassium chloride, germanium
electrodes show a perfect Nernst behavlour over a large range of pH values
Results of elhpsometrlc and cell potential (Ge US calomel electrode) measurements indicated that m the presence of H202 and KC1 a very well-defined
film formation takes place (Fig 10) The A-values at the starting point at
pH = 10 correspond with the value calculated for the clean surface At lower
pH a film 1s formed, probably an oxldatlon product of germanium, which 1s
readily dissolved at high and low pH and 1s msoluble m the mtermedlate pH
region Wlthout H202 and/or KCl, however, no slgrnflcant changes m A as a
function of pH were observed, and the otherwise reproducible startrng pomt
at pH = 10 IS not obtained The perfect Nernst dependence IS evidently connected with an mterfaclal reDon m which the thermodynamic potentials of
the components takmg part m the redox reaction are clearly defined and
related to the Fermi potential m the bulk of the germanium
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